
The Crime Commissioners Office.   20/09/21 
 
Without Prejudice 

 

Dear Commissioner, 

It’s great to see the work you are doing for the community. 

We are currently setting up a community project locally so I would like to run through a few ideas & 

problems with you. 

 

We are quite concerned as to the role that the County Police have played in the ongoing Vaxxine 

Genocide. 

This has focused the minds of our community to the general corruption in the UK Public Service 

administration. You could say that public confidence in all our public service institutions, local & central 

government, has evaporated. 

This is not helped by the continuous stream of frauds perpetrated by the local County Council & City 
Council during their installation of, the 5G Radiation Grid, The Fake Climate Emergency, The Carbon Tax 
Fraud, The Sanctuary City frauds, the Corona Virus Bioweapon & Vaccine attack on the UK Population. 
 
While, of course we are used to Western Media Fake news disinformation, we were not prepared for the 
Fake Organisations used to manipulate public opinion & control the masses. 
It was disappointing to find that in the face of a mass attack on the UK Population by corporate interests, 

(Imperial College London, Neil Ferguson), the police decided that it was “above their pay grade.” & sided 

with the corrupt Globalist Civil Service crime cartel. 

This exposed the fact that our county police force exist to control the population & protect the criminal Civil 

Service & its allies in The Governments Fusion Doctrine. 

The Fusion Doctrine, which pulled together all public servants, public service unions, The Corporations, 

bribed Charities, The London Media, NGO’s, Schools, NHS, Universities, Local Government, politicians & 

all government departments integrating into one big Crime Cartel to attack the UK population on all fronts. 

The County Police force appear to have no position on; Justice, Integrity, Honesty & Democracy. 
And in fact have supported a woke, hate crime agenda of disinformation & propaganda to fragment the 
cohesion of our local community. 
It therefore appears that our, UK population was left undefended at a time of crisis & that in fact the UK 

police have aligned themselves with paid agitators like BLM, Xstinction Rebellion and now Insulate, who 

currently causing trouble in all UK cities & the M25. 

It is therefore highly likely that the UK local populations will need to hire their own mercenaries for security 

& protection. 

Protection from; crime cartels, medical attacks, corporate criminals, political fraudsters, food & water 

contamination etc. 

 

I hope that you will be able to take these concerns on board & provide our Exeter Community Project with 

coherent solutions. 

 

Kind regards 

The UK Community Project 


